A Study on Spatial Accessibility of the Urban Tourism Attraction Emergency Response under the Flood Disaster Scenario
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With the ultrahigh-speed, large-scale development of tourism and the increasing frequency, intensity, and scope of extreme natural hazards in the context of climate warming, tourism has entered a high-risk era. Based on the central urban area within the outer ring of Shanghai as the research area and the tourism attraction as the research object, this paper takes the flood scenario simulation combined with GIS network analysis to evaluate the spatial accessibility of the emergency response of urban key public service departments (120) under current and future river flood scenarios in different return periods. The results of the study show that, (1) under the current and future flood scenarios, the submergence range is mainly distributed within 2–3 km along the banks of the Huangpu River, and it tends to increase from north to south; (2) there are 6, 9, and 21 tourism attractions in the emergency blind area under the once-in-a-century floods in 2010, 2030, and 2050 respectively, and 112 tourism attractions in the emergency blind area under the once-in-a-millennium floods in 2010, 2030, and 2050 respectively; (3) in the flood scene, local road traffic in the inundation area is interrupted by water, and 120 first aid cannot get or be delayed to some tourist attraction (blind area); and (4) in 2030, under the normal and flooding scenarios, 120 first aid in the downtown area of Shanghai has the fastest route to tourism attractions according to the speed of S1, S2, S3, and S4. The flooding intensity (range and water depth), road traffic conditions (vehicle flow speed), and the number and location of key public service departments jointly determine the service scope and response time of medical emergency in urban floods. Since the flood control area of the central city in Shanghai is mainly distributed in the 2–3 km area on both banks of the Huangpu River, the impact of flood on the emergency medical service in the entire central city is limited, mainly in some hospitals in the riverside area, where 120 emergency vehicles are unable or delayed to reach some tourism attractions. The research indicates that the quantitative assessment method of spatial accessibility of the emergency response under flood scenario simulation has important scientific value and practical significance, which can provide decision-making basis for emergency management of tourism in China’s urban flood disaster.

1. Introduction

Tourism has entered a high-risk era. First of all, it originated from the ultrahigh-speed and large-scale development of tourism. In 2018, the national tourism industry’s comprehensive contribution to GDP has reached 11.04%, tourism direct and indirect employment accounted for 10.29% of the country’s total employment population, and the number of domestic tourists and outbound tourists and their consumption have ranked first in the world; thus, the tourism has become a veritable strategic pillar industry. Secondly, with the global warming and the increasing frequency, intensity, and impact of extreme natural hazards, about 1,000 scenic spots above 3A level in China are affected by natural hazards of different degrees each year, accounting for 60% of the country. In recent years, the occurrence of a series of tourism safety accidents led by the Jiuzhaigou earthquake has made tourism safety management and risk warning work even more urgent. Especially on the eastern coast, tourism and overall economic development are far superior...
to the central and western regions. However, due to the special zone at the junction of the land and sea, the most direct threat caused by the global warming is the increase of extreme hazards such as storm floods [1]. In addition to causing serious house collapse and casualties, it also brings indirect effects such as road traffic disruption, reduced service scope of public facility services, and delays in emergency response time [2]. Tourism is very sensitive to natural hazards. Natural hazards lead to safety incidents, which not only affect the tourism experience but also damage the image of the scenic spot and restrict the development of tourism.

In this context, recent research has made progress in determining the impact of natural hazards on tourism [3–8]; especially in coastal areas, sea level rise and storm surges cause frequent social and economic losses [9–14]. Scott et al. [6] demonstrated that a number of previous research studies had explored the effects of sea level rise on coastal tourism around the world (such as floods and erosion), with particular emphasis on the vulnerability of tourism infrastructure and coastal resources (primarily beaches). Kellens et al. [15] quantified the impact of storm surges on the casualties and behavior of tourists on the Belgian coast.

The implementation of the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction in recent years has shown that the efficient improvement of the emergency response capability of public service facilities is the most powerful guarantee to reduce the direct and indirect impacts of tourism caused by floods. Especially in cities, tourism disaster management and prevention work are of great significance to the current national scientific front and the development of national need. At present, the research on the urban emergency response ability in floods mainly focuses on the theory and planning level [16], but it lacks cases that combine flood simulation results with the traffic network to evaluate the emergency response capacity of public service facilities (medical treatment, public security, firefighting, etc.) in the face of nature hazards in urban tourism. Within this paper, taking the city center of Shanghai as the research area, in view of the tourism attractions of the region (that is, the tourism attractions), we used network analysis tools in ARCGIS, combined with the simulation results drawn by the Huangpu River floods and the road network in the study area, to carry out accessibility of the urban public safety emergency response space in normal and flood scenarios of different return periods, so as to enrich the urban flood disaster risk assessment and management system and provide scientific basis for tourism disaster prevention and mitigation.

2. Research Data and Methods

2.1. General Situation of the Research Region. The central city within the outer ring of Shanghai is located in the middle and lower reaches of the Huangpu River, with a total area of about 666 km². It is a political, economic, and cultural center of Shanghai and a typical flood-prone area (Figure 1). The terrain in the region is low and flat, with an average altitude of only about 3-4 m (Wusong elevation). In some areas, the surface elevation is even lower than the average high-water level for many years, and the self-drainage condition is lost. In addition, due to long-term, high-intensity human activities, the number of people involved in the disaster has increased, the natural rivers in the central city have been significantly reduced, the surface of the impervious land has increased rapidly, and the ground has been seriously settled (maximum over 3 m). The “amplification effect” is extremely significant [17, 18].

Shanghai suffers from typhoons and heavy rains in different degrees every year. In the flood season, the astronomical tide, typhoon, interval rainfall, and floods in the upper reaches of Taihu Lake meet fortuitously [19].

Historically, flood disasters occurred frequently in the central area of Shanghai. According to incomplete statistics, more than 500 flood disasters occurred from AD 251 to 2000 [20]. In order to prevent floods, Shanghai has built and expanded the flood control wall system along the Huangpu River since the 1950s, in which the city section can withstand the once-in-a-century flood scenario (1984 design standard). However, with the impact of sea level rise and land subsidence, the actual fortification capacity of the flood control wall has been greatly reduced [21, 22]. The inner city of Shanghai involves 7 districts (administrative units) including Yangpu District (38 tourism attractions), Hongkou District (49 tourism attractions), Huangpu District (141 tourism attractions), Jing’an District (58 tourism attractions), Putuo District (36 tourism attractions), Xuhui District (71 tourism attractions), and Changning District (35 tourism attractions). There are 428 tourism attractions reflecting the urban development in the downtown area of Shanghai, most of which are cultural attractions, including buildings and facilities. In the process of eclecticism and fusion of west and east, the culture is inclusive, and Shanghai has been a unique “World Architecture Expo.” Celebrity culture is the flash point of Shanghai, especially Hengshan Road-Fuxing Road Historical and Cultural Area and Shanyin Road Historical and Cultural Area. In Shanghai, red tourism culture has also been excavated and protected, and there are many red tourism attractions, forming a distinctive cultural tourism atmosphere.

2.2. Research Data. The data involved in this research include flood submergence simulation results, road network traffic data, urban public service facility data, and spatial distribution data of tourism attractions. The simulation results adopted inundation areas and depths in the once-in-a-century and once-in-a-millennium flood scenarios (in 2010, 2030, and 2050, mainly with different sea level heights) of the Huangpu River basin obtained from previous studies [23, 24] and screened the flooded areas in the city center of Shanghai. The data of the road network and urban public service facilities are from the 2013 Shanghai Traffic (Amap) navigation data set from GIs. According to the research needs, the road network data of the central urban area are cut out, which contain about 102,000 sections. The property list contains basic information such as road name, function, and length but lacks necessary information such as direction,
road grade, and speed limit. Therefore, road network data should be further processed. We should load the road network data in ArcGIS 10.2 software, refer to the traffic directions of Google Maps, and point out the odd or double direction settings. Referring to the "Technical Standard of Highway Engineering (JTG B01-2003)" and combining the actual road conditions in Shanghai, the roads are divided into five grades, and the maximum speed limit is set to 120 km/h for the expressway, 80 km/h for the freeway, 60 km/h for the main road, 50 km/h for the secondary road, and 30 km/h for the branch road. Urban public service facilities mainly include emergency response departments and public service agencies. This study selected 120 emergency centers and vulnerable tourism attractions in the city as the key research object of emergency response service in floods. Through the screening of the original data, 146 public medical institutions above the second level with emergency capability and 486 tourism attractions were retained as research objects.

2.3. Research Methods

2.3.1. Flood Numerical Simulation. This study used a well-established flood inundation model [25, 26]. The model coupled a 1D full solution of the Saint-Venant equation for river flow and a 2D diffusion-based flood inundation model on the floodplain. The model has a similar model structure and governing equations as LISFLOOD-FP and JFLOW and is the current international mainstream flooding numerical simulation technology. The model solves the one-dimensional St. Venant equations for unsteady flow using the Preissmann scheme. The respective mass and momentum conservation forms of the equations are

\[
\frac{\partial h}{\partial t} + h \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + u \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} = 0, \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + g \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} = gS_0 - gS_f,
\]

Figure 1: Location of the research area.
where $h$ is the water depth, $u$ is the velocity, $x$ is the increment over space, $t$ is the increment over time, $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity, $S_0$ is the local bed slope, and $S_f$ is the slope of the energy grade line.

The 2D floodplain flow model is developed based on the discretization of Manning’s equation over a regular grid. The structure of the model has been described in Yu and Lane (2006a); therefore, only the major model structure is presented here. Although the hydrodynamic condition is simplified, it has the advantages of simple operation, high computational efficiency, and high simulation accuracy. Flux in a diffusion-based flood inundation model can be determined using Manning’s equation whilst ignoring the inertial and advection forces of the flow. Manning’s equation expressed for parameters in a regular computational mesh takes the form

$$Q = \frac{wd^{(5/3)}S^{(1/2)}}{n},$$

where $Q$ is the flux out of a grid cell, $w$ is the mesh resolution, $d$ is the effective flow depth, $S$ is the energy slope, and $n$ is Manning’s roughness coefficient. The model parameters are based on the empirical coefficients determined by the previous research: riverbed roughness 0.03~0.05, land roughness 0.06, time step 10 s, and one-dimensional model calculation results (channel process water level) as the boundary condition of the two-dimensional simulation, and the simulation time is set to 12 hours before and after the highest tide appeared, simulating the once-in-a-century and once-in-a-millennium floods in the 2010s, 2030s, and 2050s (different sea level elevations).

### 2.3.2. Identification of Flooded Scenic Spots

According to the location of tourism attractions in the central city of Shanghai, the simulated water depth distribution map of flood disasters and the distribution map of tourism attractions in the area are superimposed, and the superposition of tourism attractions and disaster depth in the Shanghai central city area is obtained. The layer can distinguish the inundation depth of various tourist attractions under the action of flood disasters.

### 2.3.3. Identification of Flooded Roads and Emergency Blind Areas

In the event of sudden hazards, it is often necessary for 120 emergency vehicles to travel from hospitals to the accident site for treatment and rescue. However, in the flood scene, when the road water reaches 25~35 cm (the height of the vehicle exhaust port), the vehicle cannot pass safely. When the roads around the tourism attraction are submerged by floods exceeding 30 cm, 120 rescue vehicles could not be reached, and the tourism attraction becomes an emergency blind area (Figure 2). No measures could be taken to rescue solely on the ground.

### 2.3.4. Emergency Shortest Path

In addition to spatial accessibility based on the road network analysis, the key indicators for evaluating the disaster emergency response capacity of urban public services (such as 120 first aid) include the shortest path. For tourism attractions out of the blind area, 120 emergency vehicles are required to take the shortest path and reach the accident site within the shortest time (the international standard is the best rescue time within 8~10 min) in the flood situation where they have to make a detour.

This paper adopts the fastest path algorithm based on GIS network analysis (the time between two points is the shortest), does not consider the constraints of urban road traffic rules (such as traffic lights and turn signals), sets the upper limit of water depth of accessible roads to 30 cm, with each hospital location as a starting point, and thus finds out the quickest path to tourism attractions.

Referring to the “Code for Transport Planning on Urban Road (GB50220-95),” considering the maximum speeds of different classes of roads and different speeds of vehicles in the city during evenings and weekends, daytime, and commuting peak, and referring to the real-time traffic analysis report of Shanghai in the Amap, the speed is set to the maximum speed limit $S_1, S_2, S_3,$ and $S_4$ (Table 1), respectively, so as to cover all possible urban road traffic conditions and to calculate the shortest path from hospitals to tourism attractions for 120 first aid under normal conditions and the flooding scenario, respectively.

### 3. Result Analysis

#### 3.1. Flood Submergence and Exposure Analysis

The simulation results of the maximum submergence range and depth of floods in downtown Shanghai are shown in Figure 3, which mainly show the following characteristics: as the elevation of topography and the flood control wall decrease gradually from north (the lower reaches of the Huangpu River) to south (the middle and lower reaches), the flood submergence range and submergence depth gradually increase from north to south; due to the role of the flood control wall, the flood submergence area of the Huangpu River is mainly distributed within 2~3 km along the banks of the river, and the farther the flooding from the river is, the smaller the depth is; as the sea level rises, the flooding extent and submergence depth will increase significantly in 2030 and 2050. In the once-in-a-century flood scenario, the submergence area gradually expanded to the entire central urban area along the river, but the depth of submergence was shallow (not more than 30 cm), and the affected sections were relatively small, mainly distributed in Huangpu District, Xuhui District, and Pudong New Area along the Yangtze river. In the once-in-a-century flood submergence scenario, most sections of the flood submergence area have accumulated more than 30 cm of water, and some key areas (such as Lujiazui Financial Zone and Nanjing East Road CBD) have accumulated more than 1 m of water. This not only directly threatens the public service facilities in the flood submergence area but also may seriously affect the normal traffic of the road network along the river (especially, the river passage). As a result, the emergency rescue services on both sides of the Huangpu River have been interrupted or delayed.
According to the simulation results of the maximum flooding range and depth in downtown Shanghai and the spatial distribution of tourism attractions, it can be seen that 26, 36, and 46 tourism attractions were flooded in 2010, 2030, and 2050 under the once-in-a-century flooding disasters, respectively, and under the once-in-a-millennium floods in 2010, 2030, and 2050, respectively; there were 97, 127, and 188 inundated tourism attractions under waterlogging disasters.

3.2. Emergency Blind Area Analysis. The Network Dataset tool in ArcGIS is used to construct the topological relationship of the traffic network, and the built network is loaded into the map layer. The function of New Service Area in the Network Analyst tool is used to load 120 first-aid points and the sections whose water depth exceeds 30 cm into the service domain analysis as facility points and line obstacles, so as to calculate the service range of 120 first aid under normal and different flooding scenarios. Because of road flooded, 120 ambulances cannot reach some tourism attractions in any way, that is, the emergency blind area. According to the operation, there are 6, 9, and 21 tourism attractions in the emergency blind area under the once-in-a-century floods in 2010, 2030, and 2050 respectively; and there were 97, 127, and 188 inundated tourism attractions under waterlogging disasters.

3.3. Emergency Shortest Path. Because tourists are not familiar with the surrounding environment and the irreplaceable value of tourism attractions, which are often located in areas with the most serious impact of urban floods, emergency relief is particularly important. Aiming at this problem, this study calculated the fastest route of 120 first aid to tourism attractions according to the speed of S1, S2, S3, and S4 in the downtown area of Shanghai in 2030 under normal and once-in-a-century and once-in-a-millennium flood submergence scenarios (Figure 4).

Under normal traffic condition S1 without floods, 120 ambulances need an average of about 3.56 minutes to reach all tourism attractions in the central city, and the slowest response time is 12.12 minutes. In flood submergence scenarios, affected by the local road blockade, some tourism attractions cannot be reached, and emergency response time of some rescue points has been delayed. The response time of 477 tourism attractions arrived in 2030 was delayed by 1.86 min (under S1), respectively, in the case of once-in-a-century flooding. In the case of once-in-a-millennium flooding, the number of affected rescue sites increased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Elevated road</th>
<th>Expressway</th>
<th>Main road</th>
<th>Secondary road</th>
<th>Branch road</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1 (maximum speed limit)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 (evening and weekend)</td>
<td>1/3 S1</td>
<td>1/3 S1</td>
<td>1/3 S1</td>
<td>1/3 S1</td>
<td>1/2 S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 (daytime)</td>
<td>1/4 S1</td>
<td>1/3 S1</td>
<td>1/4 S1</td>
<td>1/3 S1</td>
<td>1/2 S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4 (commuting peak)</td>
<td>1/4 S1</td>
<td>1/3 S1</td>
<td>1/5 S1</td>
<td>1/5 S1</td>
<td>1/3 S1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the simulation results of the maximum flooding range and depth in downtown Shanghai and the spatial distribution of tourism attractions, it can be seen that 26, 36, and 46 tourism attractions were flooded in 2010, 2030, and 2050 under the once-in-a-century flooding disasters, respectively, and under the once-in-a-millennium floods in 2010, 2030, and 2050, respectively; there were 97, 127, and 188 inundated tourism attractions under waterlogging disasters.
The response time of 381 tourism attractions arrived in 2030 was delayed by 0.96 minutes (under the S1 condition), and the maximum delay time was more than 6 minutes. However, under the conditions of S2, S3, and S4, the delay time of the emergency response will be doubled. Although the flood impact in the central city is limited to the area along the Huangpu River, the impact of the tourism industry is still very significant since the tourism attractions in the central city of Shanghai are mainly distributed on the banks of the Huangpu River in Yangpu District and Huangpu District.

3.4. Discussion of Countermeasures. In view of the significant impact of floods on the tourism industry, the urban emergency management department needs to take effective measures to ensure the accessibility of the key nodes and sections of the road network and the accessibility of emergency first-aid services. First, we should improve the defense capacity of urban flood control walls along rivers, rationally plan the spatial distribution of drainage networks along the Yangtze River, and increase the number of rainwater wells and drainage capacity in waterlogging-prone streets. Secondly, we should rationally plan and lay out the main emergency response departments of the city. For tourism attractions located in the heavily inundated areas, we should set up early warning and equip with refuge materials to reduce vulnerability. Thirdly, we should increase the emergency rescue vehicles and other rescue equipment (such as helicopters and collapsible hovercrafts) of the city’s key public service facilities and enhance their rescue capacity.

Figure 3: Inundation extents and depths for flood scenarios in the city center of Shanghai.
Figure 4: Continued.
4. Conclusion and Prospect

In this paper, numerical simulation and GIS network analysis are used to evaluate the spatial accessibility of 120 emergency responses to tourism attractions in downtown Shanghai under normal conditions and once-in-a-century and once-in-a-millennium flood scenarios, providing typical cases and research models for urban tourism emergency management. The results show that, under the current and future flood scenarios, the submergence range is mainly distributed within 2 ∼ 3 km along the banks of the Huangpu River, and it tends to increase from north to south; there are 6, 9, and 21 tourism attractions in the emergency blind area under the once-in-a-century floods in 2010, 2030, and 2050 and 98, 105, and 112 tourism attractions in the emergency blind area under the once-in-a-millennium floods in 2010, 2030, and 2050, respectively; in the flood scene, local road traffic in the inundation area is interrupted by water, and 120 first aid cannot get or be delayed to some tourist attraction (blind area); and in 2030, under the normal and flooding scenarios, 120 first aid in the downtown area of Shanghai has the fastest route to tourism attractions according to the speed of S1, S2, S3, and S4. This paper is only a preliminary discussion on the impact of river flooding on the public safety emergency response capability of urban tourism. The future research work can be further deepened and expanded in the following aspects: (1) in addition to flood depth, the flood duration and flow rate should be considered for the impact of urban flood on the capacity of road traffic and emergency service facilities in the tourism industry; (2) urban traffic big data (such as taxi track and speed data) should be introduced to provide urban road network traffic (speed) with more realistic spatial-temporal observation and simulation data; and (3) this research focused on the inundate effects of river floods on tourism attractions, and the follow-up work can further deepen the planning and research on the postdisaster emergency evacuation (the location of the refuge and the optimal evacuation route selection) of the submerged tourism attractions.
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